
Physis 7C Seond Midterm: Leture 2Tuesday November 8, 2005Answer all questions. They arry equal weighting. Write neatly and show all work. Cross out anywork you do not want graded. Setting up the problem orretly is more important than ompletingthe algebra, so if you are running out of time make sure to have the setup orretly, then write inwords the next steps of the alulation for partial redit.1) A double slit, with slits of width 0.06mm and separation 0.6mm is illuminated by light ofwavelength 600nm, and the resulting interferene/di�ration pattern is observed on a sreen6m away.What is the number of interferene maxima within the entral di�ration lobe? Sketh theshape of the patten.2) Two spaeships, eah 100m long when measured at rest, travel toward eah other with speeds.85 relative to the Earth.a) Draw the spae time diagram in the frame of the earth, indiating the worldlines of thebeginning and the end of eah ship.b) How long is eah ship, measured in the frame of the Earth? Draw on the spae time diagramthe ships at one instant in Earth's frame.) How fast is eah ship traveling as measured from the rest frame of the other?d) What is the length of eah ship as measured from the rest frame of the other?e) At time t=0 on Earth, the fronts of the two ship reah the same position. At what time(on Earth) do their ends pass?f) How muh time in the rest frame of either ship, does it take for the ships to pass oneanother?3) A spae ship of mass M travels at speed V0 relative to the earth. At one instant, it propelsitself by ejeting mass m of fuel at speed =2 relative to the ship.a) Use energy-momentum onservation to ompute the speed of the ship in the original restframe (frame moving with speed V0 relative to earth) after it has ejeted fuel.b) Use lorentz transformation of veloities to �nd the speed of the ship relative to earth afterejeting mass m.4) A student in a lab is studying photo-eletri e�et for Cesium. He measures 2 data points:At wavelength 430 nm the stopping potential is 1 V, and at wavelength 550 nm, the stoppingpotential is 0.4 V. What values of the threshold frequeny, work funtion for esium and valuefor Plank's onstant h should the student estimate from this?
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